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The heat kernel measure +t is constructed on GL(H), the group of invertible
operators on a complex Hilbert space H. This measure is determined by an infinite
dimensional Lie algebra g and a Hermitian inner product on it. The Cameron
Martin subgroup GCM is defined and its properties are discussed. In particular,
there is an isometry from the L2+t -closure of holomorphic polynomials into a space
Ht(GCM) of functions holomorphic on GCM . This means that any element from this
L2+t -closure of holomorphic polynomials has a version holomorphic on GCM . In
addition, there is an isometry from Ht(GCM) into a Hilbert space associated with
the tensor algebra over g. The latter isometry is an infinite dimensional analog of
the Taylor expansion. As examples we discuss a complex orthogonal group and a
complex symplectic group.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Our goal is to study Hilbert spaces of holomorphic functions on a group
associated with an infinite dimensional Lie algebra g which is itself
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equipped with a Hermitian inner product ( } , } ) and corresponding norm
| } |. We assume that g is a Lie subalgebra of B(H), the space of bounded
linear operators on a complex separable Hilbert space H. The group under
consideration is a Lie subgroup of GL(H), the group of invertible elements
of B(H). Note that B(H) is the natural (infinite dimensional) Lie algebra
of GL(H) with the commutator as a Lie bracket.
One of the main ingredients in this work is the construction of the heat
kernel measure on GL(H) which is determined by g and the norm | } |. In
some cases it is possible to show that the heat kernel measure is supported
in a subgroup of GL(H) (see Section 9). The construction of the heat kernel
measure requires the use of stochastic differential equations in a Hilbert
space. We will assume that g is a subspace of the HilbertSchmidt operators
on H.
It is well known that the CameronMartin subspace plays an important
role for an abstract Wiener space. Analogously, we define the Cameron
Martin subgroup, GCM , and discuss its properties. One of these properties
is that functions in the L2-closure of holomorphic polynomials have
holomorphic versions on GCM . Following [15, 16] we call these versions
skeletons. The map taking an L2-function to its skeleton is an isometry to
Ht(GCM), a space of functions holomorphic on GCM with a direct limit-
type norm derived from finite dimensional approximations to GCM . We
also show that the Taylor map, from holomorphic functions on GCM into
a dual of the universal enveloping algebra of g, is isometric on Ht(GCM).
This isometry is a noncommutative version of one of the isomorphisms
between different representations of a bosonic Fock space.
An outline of the history of the subject has been given in [7, 8]. We
should mention here works by Sugita [15, 16] for an abstract complex
Wiener space, in particular, his results on skeletons of L2-functions on the
CameronMartin subspace.
2. NOTATION AND MAIN RESULTS
To describe results of this paper in more detail we need to use finite
dimensional approximations to g. Let G1 G2  } } } Gn  } } } B(H) be
a sequence of complex connected (finite dimensional) Lie subgroups of
GL(H). We assume that their Lie algebras gn B(H) are equipped with
consistent Hermitian inner products, that is, ( } , } )n+m | gn=( } , } )n , where
( } , } )n is the inner product on gn . The corresponding norm is denoted by
| } |n .
Let g=n=1 gn with the Hermitian inner product (!, ’)=(!, ’)n for any
!, ’ # gn . We assume that |x|&x& for any x # g, where & }& is the operator
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norm. Denote by g the closure of g in the norm | } |, that is, all elements
of finite norm. We also assume that the closure coincides with the comple-
tion of g with respect to the norm | } |. Note that g is a subset of B(H).
Let d denote the Riemannian metric d( y, z)=infh[10 |h
&1h4 | ds], where h:
[0, 1]  GL(H) is a piecewise differentiable path, h(0)= y, h(1)=z, h4 =
dhds, h$=h&1h4 # g . Let G be the closure of n=1 Gn in the Riemannian
metric d=infn dn , where dn is the Riemannian metric on Gn . Again we
assume that the closure coincides with the completion. By Ht(G) we
denote a space of holomorphic functions on G with a certain direct limit-
type norm & }&t,  . The precise definition is given in Section 4.
Let (1&D)&1X f=

k=0 (D
kf )(X) be the series of all derivatives of a
function f on G . Then the Taylor map (1&D)&1I is an isometry from
Ht(G) into a subspace, J 0t , of the dual of the tensor algebra of g
equipped with the norm
|:| 2t = :

k=0
tk
k !
|:k |2, := :

k=0
:k , :k # (g k)*, k=0, 1, 2, ..., t>0.
See Notation 3.2 and Notation 4.2 for more detailed definitions. The
following theorem will be proved in Section 4.
Theorem. Ht(G) is a Hilbert space and (1&D)&1I is an isometry from
Ht(G) into J 0t .
Moreover, in case the Gn are simply connected Theorem 4.5 gives the
image of (1&D)&1I , which can be informally described as a completion of
the universal enveloping algebra.
The heat kernel measure is constructed in Section 5 using stochastic
differential equations on Hilbert spaces, in this case on the space of
HilbertSchmidt operators. Denote by HS the space of HilbertSchmidt
operators on H with the HilbertSchmidt (Hermitian) inner product
( } , } )HS and corresponding real inner product ( } , } ) HS=Re( } , } )HS . In
most of the results of this paper we assume that Gn /I+HS, gn /HS. The
following is a summary of results contained in Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.4.
Theorem. Let Wt be the Wiener process in HS with covariance deter-
mined by the norm on g . Then the stochastic differential equation
dXt =Xt dWt ,
X0=I
has a unique solution in (I+HS) & GL(H).
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The transition probability of the process Xt determines the fundamental
solution of the heat equation with the informal Laplacian
(2v)(X)= 12 :

n=1
(! n! n v)(X ),
where [!n]n=1 is an orthonormal basis of g as a real space with the real
inner product (!, ’) =Re(!, ’) and (! nv)(X )=ddt| t=0 v(Xet!n) for a func-
tion v: I+HS  R. The corresponding measure is called the heat kernel
measure and the space of functions square integrable, with respect to this
measure, is denoted by L2(I+HS, +t) and the norm & }&t .
In addition to G we consider the CameronMartin subgroup.
Definition 2.1. GCM=[x # B(H) : d(x, I )<] is called the Cameron
Martin subgroup.
Proposition 7.1 proves that GCM is a group. Note that G /GCM and
the following theorem shows that under a condition on the Lie bracket
they are actually equal. The next theorem will be proved in Section 7.
Theorem. If |[x, y]|C |x| | y| for all x, y # g , then
1. GCM=G .
2. The exponential map is a diffeomorphism from a neighborhood of 0
onto a neighborhood of I in GCM .
Note that under the condition of this theorem g is a Lie algebra.
Naturally defined holomorphic polynomials on I+HS play an impor-
tant role in several results. One of them is that there is a natural isometry
from the space of holomorphic polynomials HP to Ht(G). To prove this
we use approximations to the process Yt+I discussed in Section 6. In
addition, this isometry defines holomorphic skeletons on GCM for the
elements of the closure of HP in L2(I+HS, +t). This closure is denoted by
HL2(I+HS, +t). The following results are contained in Theorem 8.7 and
Theorem 8.5.
Theorem. 1. HP/L2(I+HS, +t).
2. The identity & f &t, =& f &t for any f # HP extends to an isometry
IG from HL
2(I+HS, +t) into Ht(G).
3. Suppose pn wwww
L2(I+HS, +t)
n  
f, pn # HP. Then there is a holomorphic
function f , a skeleton of f, on GCM such that pn(x)  f (x) for any x # GCM .
We will denote the skeleton map by IGCM . Note that elements of
HL2(I+HS, +t) are defined up to a set of +t-measure zero. Still the map
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IGCM gives a holomorphic version on GCM of any element from HL
2(I+
HS, +t), even though GCM itself might be of +t -measure zero. In addition,
IGCM f | G is actually the isometry IG from part 2 of the last theorem. This
means that for holomorphic polynomials the skeleton map is the restriction
map (to GCM).
Finally, Section 9 provides several examples to this abstract setting. One
of the examples is the HilbertSchmidt complex orthogonal group which
has been discussed in [7]. In addition we consider the HilbertSchmidt
complex symplectic group and a group of infinite diagonal matrices.
For some g and natural norms | } | on it, the Taylor map is an isometry
between trivial spaces (see Section 9). But we show that for the natural
condition on the norm | } | considered in this paper, there are non-constant
functions in Ht(G). Namely, this space contains all holomorphic polyno-
mials. Indeed, Theorem 8.7 proves that the holomorphic polynomials are
square integrable with respect to the heat kernel measure. Then in the same
theorem we show that the L2-norm of a polynomial is equal to the
Ht(G)-norm.
The following commutative diagram illustrates all the isometries described
in this paper.
HL2(I+HS, +t)
skeleton map
IG CM
IG
Ht(GCM ) wwwwwwww
restriction map
Ht(G) wwww
Taylor map J 0t
3. ESTIMATES OF DERIVATIVES OF HOLOMORPHIC
FUNCTIONS
Let +nt be the heat kernel measure on Gn ; let HL
2(Gn , +nt ) be the space
of holomorphic functions square integrable with respect to +nt .
Notation 3.1. & f &L2(Gn, +tn)=& f &t, n .
Notation 3.2. Suppose f is a function from GCM to C. Let (Df )(X )
denote the unique element of g* (as a complex space) such that
(Df )(X )(!)=(! f )(X)=
d
dt } t=0 f (Xet!), ! # g , X # G(GCM),
if the derivative exists. Similarly (Dkf )(X ) denotes the unique element of
(g k )* such that
(Dkf )(X )(;)=(; f )(X ), ; # g k , X # GCM
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and (Dkn f )(X ) denotes a unique element of (gn*)
k=(g kn )* such that
(Dkn f )(X)(;)=(; f )(X ), ; # g
k
n , X # Gn .
We will use the following notation:
(1&D)&1X f= :

k=0
(Dkf )(X) and (1&Dn)&1X f= :

k=0
(Dkn f )(X).
The following estimate was proved by Driver and Gross in [5] for
f # HL2(Gn , +nt ),
|(; f )(g)| 2(gnk)* & f &
2
t, n
k ! |;| 2n
rk
e | g|
2
ns,
for g # Gn , r>0, s+rt, ; # g kn ,
where |(; f )(g)| (gnk)* is a ((TgGn)*)
k-norm (which can be identified with
(gn*) k) and | g|n=dn(I, g). We will need a slight modification of this
estimate. Taking supremum over all ; # g kn , |;|n=1, we get
|(Dkn f )(g)|
2& f &2t, n
k !
rk
e | g|
2
ns, (3.1)
where Dkn is defined for Gn and gn by Notation 3.2. Note that if & f &t, n
are uniformly bounded, then (3.1) gives a uniform bound, i.e., a bound
independent of n. The following estimates can be proved for Dkn :
Lemma 3.3. Let r>0, q+rt, X, Y # Gn , f # HL2(Gn , +nt ). Then
|(Dkn f )(X )&(D
k
n f )(Y )| (gnk)*& f &t, n Kk+1, n dn(X, Y ),
where Kk, n=Kk, n(X, Y )=(k !rk)12 e |X |
2
n+dn(X, Y)
2q.
Proof. Take h: [0, 1]  Gn such that h(0)=X, h(1)=Y. Then by (3.1)
|Dkn f (X)&D
k
n f (Y )| (gnk)*
= } |
1
0
d
ds
(Dkn f )(h(s)) ds } (gnk)*
|
1
0 }
d
ds
(Dkn f )(h(s)) } (gnk)* ds
|
1
0
|D(Dkn f )(h(s))(h
&1h4 )| (gnk)* ds
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|
1
0
|D(Dkn f )(h(s))| (gnk+1)* |h
&1h4 |n ds
& f &t, n \(k+1)!rk+1 supu # [0, 1] e |h(u)|
2
nq+
12
|
1
0
|h&1h4 | n ds
& f &t, n \(k+1)!rk+1 +
1+2
sup
u # [0, 1]
e |h(0)|
2
n+dn(h(0), h(u))
2q |
1
0
|h&1h4 |n ds.
Taking infimum over all such h we see that
|Dkn f (X )&D
k
n f (Y)| (gnk)*& f &t, n \(k+1)!rk+1 +
12
e |X |
2
n+dn(X, Y)
2q dn(X, Y). K
Lemma 3.4. Let X # Gn , f, g # HL2(Gn , +nt ), t>0. Then
|Dkn f (X)&D
k
n g(X)| (g nk)*Mk & f& g&t, n ,
where Mk=Mk(X, t)=(k !(t2)k)12 e |X |
2
nt.
Proof. From (3.1) we have that for r>0, q+rt
|Dkn f (X )&D
k
n g(X )|
2
(gn
k)*& f& g&
2
t, n
k !
rk
e |X |
2
n q.
Now take q=r=t2 to get what we claimed. K
Lemma 3.5. Let X # Gn , ! # gn , f # HL2(Gn , +nt ). Then there is a
constant C=C(X, !, t)>0 such that
} f (Xe
u!)& f (X )
u
&(Df )(X )(!)}& f &t, n Cu
for small enough u>0.
Proof. Let h(s)=Xes!, 0su,
f (Xeu!)& f (X)
u
&(Df )(X)(!)=
1
u |
u
0
d
ds
f (h(s)) ds&(Df )(X )(!)
=
1
u |
u
0 \
d
ds
f (h(s))&(Df )(X )(!)+ ds
=
1
u |
u
0
((Df )(h(s))(!)&(DX f )(!)) ds.
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Thus by Lemma 3.3 for any r>0, q+rt
} f (Xe
u!)& f (X )
u
&(DX f )(!)}

1
u |
u
0
|((Df )(h(s))(!)&(DX f )(!))| ds

1
u |
u
0
& f &t, n K2, n(h(s), X ) dn(h(s), X ) |!|n ds

1
u |
u
0
& f &t, n
- 2
r
e( |X |
2
n+|!|
2
n s
2)qs |!| 2n ds
=& f &t, n
- 2
r
e |X |
2
nq |!| 2n
1
u |
u
0
e( |!|
2
nq) s
2s ds
=& f &t, n
q
- 2 r
e |X |
2
nq
e( |!|
2
nq) u
2
&1
u
& f &t, n Cu
for small u. K
Theorem 3.6. Let f be a function on n Gn . Suppose that f |Gn is
holomorphic for any n and supn & f &t, n<. Then f and all its derivatives
have unique continuous extensions from n Gn to G .
Proof. Take X # G . We would like to define the extensions by
Dkf (X)= lim
n  
Dkf (Xn), Xn # Gn , Xn ww
d
n   X.
Let us check that the limits exist. Assume that ln. By Lemma 3.3 for
Xn , Xl # Gn
|Dkf (Xn)&Dkf (X l)| (g n*)k & f &t, n Kk+1, n(Xn , Xl) dn(Xn , Xl).
Thus Dkf (Xn) is a Cauchy sequence and therefore the limit exists. The
uniqueness of the extension is easy to verify. K
Remark 3.7. In general, the extensions of derivatives might not be
derivatives of the extensions. They are actually the derivatives under an
assumption on the Lie bracket. This will be shown in Section 7. The
estimates in this section hold for the continuous extensions of Dkn from
n Gn to G .
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4. ISOMETRIES
Lemma 4.1. Suppose f |Gn # HL
2(Gn , +nt ) for all n. Then & f &t, n
& f &t, n+1 for any n.
Proof. First of all, & f &2t, n=&(1&Dn)
&1
I f &
2
t, n by the DriverGross iso-
morphism (see [5]), where &(1&Dn)&1I f &
2
t, n=

k=0 |(D
k
n f )(I )|
2
t, n . Take
an orthonormal basis [’l]dn+1l=1 of the complex inner product space gn+1
such that [’l]dnl=1 is an orthonormal basis of gn . Then
|(Dkn+1 f )(I )|
2
t, n+1 = :
1imdn+1
|’~ i1 } } } ’~ ik f (I )|
2
 :
1imdn
|’~ i1 } } } ’~ ik f (I )|
2=|(Dkn f )(I )|
2
t, n .
Therefore &(1&Dn)&1I f &
2
t, n&(1&Dn+1)
&1
I f &
2
t, n+1 , so the claim holds.
K
Notation 4.2. Let h be a complex Lie algebra with a Hermitian inner
product on it. Then T(h) will denote the algebraic tensor algebra over h as
a complex vector space and T $(h) will denote the algebraic dual of T(h).
Define a norm on T(h) by
|;| 2t = :
n
k=0
k !
tk
|;k | 2, ;= :
n
k=0
;k , ;k # h k, k=0, 1, 2, ..., t>0.
(4.1)
Here |;k | is the cross norm on h k arising from the inner product on h k
determined by the norm | } | on h. Tt(h) will denote the completion of T(h)
in this norm. The topological dual of Tt(h) may be identified with the
subspace T t*(h) of T $(h) consisting of such :T $(h) that the norm
|:| 2t = :

k=0
tk
k !
|:k |2, := :

k=0
:k , :k # (h k)*, k=0, 1, 2, ..., t>0,
(4.2)
is finite. Here |:k | is the norm on (h k)* dual to the cross norm on h k.
There is a natural pairing for any : # T $(h) and ; # T(h) denoted by
(:, ;)= :

k=0
(:k , ;k) , := :

k=0
:k , ;= :
n
k=0
;k ,
:k # (h k)*, ;k # h k, k=0, 1, 2, ....
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Denote by J(h) the two-sided ideal in T(h) generated by [!’&’!&
[!, ’], !, ’ # h]. Let J0(h)=[: # T $(h) : :(J)=0]. Finally, let J 0t (h)=
T t*(h) & J 0(h). We will denote J 0t (g) by J
0
t , J
0
t (gn) by J
0
t, n .
The coefficients k !tk in the norm on the tensor algebra T(h) are related
to the heat kernel.
By Theorem 3.6 all Dkn have continuous extensions from n Gn to G ,
which allows us to introduce the following definition.
Definition 4.3. Ht(G) is a space of continuous functions on G
such that their restrictions to Gn are holomorphic for every n and & f &t, =
supn[& f &t, n]=limn   & f &t, n<.
Theorem 4.4. Ht(G) is a Hilbert space and (1&D)&1I is an isometry
from Ht(G) into J 0t .
Proof. First let us show that (1&D)&1I is an isometry. Tn is a sub-
algebra of T. Note that T $n can be easily identified with a subspace of T $.
Namely, for any :n # T $n we can define : as follows
:={:n0
on Tn
on T =n
.
Therefore T $n=(T =n )
0. Define 6n to be an orthogonal projection from T to
Tn . Let 6$n denote the following map from T $ to T $n : (6$n:)(x)=:(6nx),
: # T $, x # T. Then 6$n b (1&D)&1I : HL
2(G)  T $n is equal to (1&Dn)&1I .
Indeed, note that if we choose an orthonormal basis of the complex inner
product space g such that [’m]dnm=1 is an orthonormal basis of gn , then 6n
can be described explicitly,
6n(’k1 ’k2  } } } ’kl)={0 if ks>dn’k1 ’k2  } } }  kl
for some 1sl
otherwise,
and
(6$n b (1&D)&1I f, ’k1 ’k2  } } } ’kl)
=( (1&D)&1I f, 6n(’k1 ’k2  } } } ’kl))
={0 if ks>dn( (1&D)&1I f, ’k1 ’k2  } } } ’kl)
for some 1sl
otherwise.
So 6$n b (1&D)&1I =(1&Dn)
&1
I . Driver and Gross proved in [5] that
6$n b (1&D)&1I is an isometry from HL
2(Gn , +nt ) into J
0
t, n . Let us define a
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restriction map Rn : HL2(G)  HL2(Gn , +nt ) by f [ f | Gn . Thus we have a
commutative diagram:
HL2(G)
(1&D) I
&1
J 0t
Rn 6 $n (4.3)
HL2(Gn , +nt ) wwwww
(1&Dn) I
&1
DriverGoss
J 0t, n
Now we can prove that (1&D)&1I is an isometry. By Lemma 4.1.
& f &t, = lim
n  
& f &t, n= lim
n  
&Rn f &t, n .
It is clear that |6$n :| t=|6$n:| t, n wwn   |:| t for any : # T $. In particular,
|6$n b (1&D)&1I f | t, n wwn   |(1&D)
&1
I f | t . At the same time |6$n b
(1&D)&1I f | t, n=|(1&Dn)
&1
I b Rn f | t, n=&Rn f &t, n wwn   & f &t,  by the
DriverGross isomorphism.
Now let us check that Ht(G) is a Hilbert space. It is clear that & }&t, 
is a seminorm. Suppose that & f &t, =0. Then & f &t, n=0 for any n, t>0.
We know that HL2(Gn , +nt ) is a Hilbert space, therefore f |Gn=0 for all n.
By Lemma 3.6 we have that f |G=0. Thus & }&t,  is a norm.
Let us now show that Ht(G) is a complete space. Suppose [ fm]m=1 is
a Cauchy sequence in Ht(G). Then [ fm |Gn]

m=1 is a Cauchy sequence in
HL2(Gn , +nt ) for all n. Therefore there exists gn from HL
2(Gn , +nt ) such
that fm | Gn wwm   gn . Note that gn+m |Gn= gn . In addition,
&gn&t, n& fm |Gn &t, n+& fm | Gn& gn&t, n& fm &t, +& fm |Gn& gn &t, n .
Note that [& fm&t, ]m=1 is again a Cauchy sequence, so it has a (finite)
limit as m  . Taking a limit in (4) as m   we get that [&gn&t, n]n=1
are uniformly bounded.
By Lemma 3.6 there exists a continuous function g on G such that
g|Gn= gn . Thus g # H
t(G). Now we need to prove that fm wwm   g in
Ht(G). Let :=(1&D)&1I g, :m=(1&D)
&1
I fm . As we have shown
(1&D)&1I is an isometry, so :m is a Cauchy sequence in J
0
t . Thus there
exists :$ # J 0t such that :m wwm   :$ (in J
0
t ). The question is whether :=:$.
Note that
6$n:=(1&Dn)&1I g and 6$n :m=(1&Dn)
&1
I fm .
We know that HL2(Gn , +nt ) is a Hilbert space; therefore 6$n :=6$n:$ for
any n. Thus :=:$, which completes the proof. K
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Theorem 4.5. Suppose connected ( finite dimensional ) Lie groups Gn are
simply connected. Then the map (1&D)&1I is surjective onto J
0
t .
Proof. Indeed, for any : # J 0t , 6$n : # J
0
t, n by the DriverGross iso-
morphism there exists a unique fn # HL2(Gn , +nt ) such that (1&D)
&1
I, n fn=
6$n:. Moreover, Rn fn+1= fn by the commutativity of diagram 4.3 and
uniqueness of functions fn . Indeed, from the diagram we have (1&Dn)&1I
(Rn fn+1) = 6$n b (1&D)&1I fn+1 = ( 6$n b 6$n+1) b (1&D)
&1
I fn+1 = 6$n b
(6$n+1 b (1&D)&1I ) fn+1=6$n : by the definition of fn+1 . Thus we can
define f on n Gn as follows: f |Gn= fn . By Theorem 3.6 there is a unique
continuous function g on G such that g|G= f. Note that & f &t, n=& fn&t, n
=|:| t ; therefore by Proposition 4.1 &g&t, < and so g # HL2(G). K
Here we should note that sometimes (1&D)&1I is an isometry onto a
trivial space. Indeed, in [7] we proved the following theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Suppose g is a Lie algebra with an inner product ( } , } ).
Assume that there is an orthonormal basis [!k]k=1 of g such that for any k
there are nonzero :k # C and an infinite set of distinct pairs (im , jm) satisfy-
ing !k=:k[!im , !jm]. Then J
0
t is isomorphic to C.
In particular, the conclusion of this theorem holds for a Lie algebra of
the HilbertSchmidt complex orthogonal group SOHS and a Lie algebra of
the HilbertSchmidt complex symplectic group SpHS with invariant inner
product (see Section 9). One of the ways to deal with this problem is to
show that there are non constant functions in Ht(G). It will be done in
Section 8, but before we can manage this we need to construct the heat
kernel measure.
5. THE HEAT KERNEL MEASURE
Suppose Gn /I+HS, gn /HS, and | } || } |HS . Then g is embedded in
HS. There is a quadratic functional Q on g defined by Q (x)=&x&2HS .
Thus there exists a positive operator Q: g  g such that
(x, Qx)g=Q (x)=&x&
2
HS=(x, x)HS .
Note that Q is a bounded complex linear operator. The operator Q will
be identified with its nonnegative extension to HS by Q| (g)=HS=0. We
assume that Q is a trace class operator on HS and that all gn are its
invariant subspaces.
We begin with the definition of the process Yt . Let Wt be a g -valued
Wiener process with a covariance operator Q: HS  g .
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In what follows let [!n]n=1 denote an orthonormal basis of g as a real
space such that [!n]2dnn=1 is an orthonormal basis of gn . Here dn=dimC gn ,
the complex dimension of gn . Then [en]=[Q&12!n]n=1 is an ortho-
normal basis of the SpanHS(g).
Denote by L02=L2(g , HS) the space of the HilbertSchmidt operators
from g to HS with the (HilbertSchmidt) norm &9&2L 02 . Let B: HS  L
0
2 ,
B(Y ) U=(Y+I ) U for U # g ; then the following theorem holds.
Theorem 5.1. 1. The stochastic differential equation
dYt =B(Yt) dWt ,
(5.1)
Y0=0
has a unique solution, up to equivalence, among the processes satisfying
P \|
T
0
&Ys&2HS ds<+=1.
2. For any p2 there exists a constant Cp, T>0 such that
sup
t # [0, T]
E &Yt & pHSCp, T .
Proof of Theorem 5.1. To prove this theorem we will use Theorem 7.4, from
the book by DaPrato and Zabczyk [3, p. 186]. It is enough to check that
1. B(Y) is a measurable mapping from HS to L02 .
2. &B(Y1)&B(Y2)&L 02C &Y1&Y2&HS for any Y1 , Y2 # HS.
3. &B(Y )&2L02K(1+&Y&
2
HS) for any Y # HS.
Proof of 1. We want to check that B(Y ) is in L02 for any Y from HS.
First of all, B(Y ) U # HS, for any U # g . Indeed, B(Y ) U=(Y+I ) U=
YU+U # HS, since U and Y are in HS.
Now let us verify that B(Y) # L02 . Consider the HilbertSchmidt norm of
B as an operator from g to HS. Then the HilbertSchmidt norm of B can
be found as follows
&B(Y)&2L 02 = :

n=1
(B(Y ) !n , B(Y ) !n) HS= :

n=1
( (Y+I ) !n , (Y+I ) !n) HS
&Y+I&2 :

n=1
(!n , !n) HS=&Y+I&2 :

n=1
(e1 , Qen) HS
=&Y+I&2 Tr Q<,
since the operator norm &Y+I& is finite.
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Proof of 2. Similarly to the previous proof we have
&B(Y1)&B(Y2)&L 02&Y1&Y2&HS (Tr Q)
12.
Proof of 3. Use the estimate in the proof of 1.
&B(Y)&L 02 (Tr Q)
12 &Y+I&(Tr Q)12 (&Y&HS+1), so
&B(Y)&2L 022(Tr Q)(1+&Y&
2
HS). K
Lemma 5.2. n=1 !
2
n=0.
Proof. First let us check that n=1 !
2
n does not depend on the choice
of the orthonormal basis [!n]1 in g . Define a bilinear real form on
HS_HS by L( f, g)=4(Q12fQ12g), where 4 is a real bounded linear func-
tional on HS. Then f [ L( f, g) is a bounded linear functional on HS and
so L( f, g)=( f, g~ ) HS for some g~ # HS. There exists a linear operator B on
HS such that L( f, g)=( f, Bg) HS . We can actually compute B. Indeed,
there exists an element h # HS such that 4(x)=(x, h) HS . Then
L( f, g)=(Q12fQ12g, h) HS
and so
L( f, g)=Tr(Q12fQ12gh*)=(Q12f, h(Q12g)*) HS
=( f, Q12(h(Q12g)*)) HS .
Thus Bg=Q12(h(Q12g)*) for some h # HS. Therefore B is trace class
and since trace is independent of a basis
Tr B= :

n=1
(en , Ben) HS= :
n: en # g
4(Q12enQ12en)=4 \ :

n=1
!2n+
does not depend on the choice of [!n]n=1 for any 4. Now choose [!n]

n=1
so that !2n=i!2n&1 for n=1, 2, .... Here i=- &1. Then (!2n&1)2+(!2n)2=0.
K
Remark 5.3. In case when g is a real space without complex structure,
the process is a solution of the equation
dYt =B(Yt) dWt+ :

n=1
!2n(Yt+I ) dt,
Y0=0.
The dt term is necessary to ensure that the generator of Yt is the Laplacian.
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Theorem 5.4. Yt+I # GL(H) for any t>0 with probability 1. The
inverse of Yt+I is Y t+I, where Y t is a solution to the stochastic differential
equation
dY t =B (Y t) dWt ,
(5.2)
Y 0=0,
where B (Y )(U)=&U(Y+I ), U # HS.
Proof of Theorem 5.4. First we will check that (Y t+I )(Yt+I )=I with
probability 1 for any t>0. To do this we will apply Ito^’s formula to
G(Yt , Y t), where G is defined as follows: G(Y)=4((Y1+I )(Y2+I )), where
Y=(Y1 , Y2) # HS_HS, and 4 is a nonzero linear real bounded functional
from HS_HS to R. Here we view G as a function on a Hilbert space
HS_HS and consider G(Yt)=G(Yt , Y t). Then (Yt+I )(Y t+I )=I if and
only if 4((Yt+I )(Y t+I )&I )=0 for any 4. In order to use Ito^’s formula
we must verify several properties of the processes Y t and the mapping G:
1. B (Y s) is an L02-valued process stochastically integrable on [0, T].
2. G and the derivatives Gt , GY , GYY are uniformly continuous on
bounded subsets of [0, T]_HS_HS.
Proof of 1. See 1 in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Proof of 2. Let us calculate Gt , GY , GYY . First, Gt=0. For any
S # HS_HS,
GY (Y)(S)=4(S1(Y2+I )+(Y1+I ) S2).
For any S, T # HS_HS
GYY(Y)(ST)=4(S1 T2+T1 S2).
Thus condition 2 is satisfied.
We will use the notation
GY (Y)(S)=(G Y (Y), S) HS ,
GYY(Y)(ST)=(G YY(Y) S, T)HS ,
where G Y is an element of HS_HS and G YY is an operator on HS_HS
corresponding to the functionals GY # (HS_HS)* and GYY # ((HS_HS)
 (HS_HS))*.
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Now we can apply Ito^’s formula to G(Yt):
G(Yt)=|
t
0
(G Y (Ys), (B(Ys) dWs , B (Y s) dWs)) HS
+|
t
0
1
2 TrHS[G YY(Ys)(B(Ys) Q
12, (B (Y s) Q12)*)] ds. (5.3)
Let us calculate the two integrands in (5.3) separately. The first integrand
is
(G Y (Ys), (B(Ys) dWs , B (Y s) dWs)) HS
=GY (Ys)((Ys+I ) dWs , &dWs(Y s+I ))
=4((Ys+I ) dWs(Y s+I )&(Ys+I ) dWs(Y s+I ))=0.
The second integrand is
1
2TrHS[G YY(Ys)((B(Ys) Q
12, B (Y s) Q12)(B(Ys) Q12, B (Y s) Q12)*)]
= 12 :

n=1
GYY (Ys)((B(Ys) Q12en , B (Y s) Q12en)
 (B(Ys) Q12en , B (Y s) Q12en))
= 12 :

n=1
4(&(Ys+I ) !2n(Y s+I )&(Ys+I ) !
2
n(Y s+I ))
= :

n=1
4(&(Ys+I ) !2n(Y s+I ))=0
by Lemma 5.2. This shows that the stochastic differential of G is zero, so
G(Yt)=I for any t>0. By the Fredholm alternative Yt+I has an inverse;
therefore it has to be (Y t+I ). K
In some cases we can prove that the process Yt+I lives in a smaller
group. For example, it can be shown if the group is defined by a relatively
simple relation (see Section 9).
Let us define +t as
|
I+HS
f (X ) +t(dX )=Ef (Xt(I ))=Pt, 0 f (I )
for any bounded Borel function f on I+HS.
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Definition 5.5. +t is called the heat kernel measure on G . The space
of all square integrable functions on I+HS is denoted by L2(I+HS, +t)
and the corresponding norm by & f &L2(I+HS, +t)=& f &t .
A motivation for such a name for +t is the fact that Kolmogorov’s back-
ward equation corresponding to the process Yt+I is the heat equation in
a sense. First of all, the coefficient B depends only on Y # HS; therefore
Ps, t f (Y )=Ef (Y(t, s; Y ))=Pt&s f (Y ). According to Theorem 9.16 from
[3], for any . # C 2b(HS) and Y # HS, the function v(t, Y)=Pt.(Y ) is a
unique strict solution from C 1, 2b (HS) for the parabolic type equation
(Kolmogorov’s backward equation)

t
u(t, Y )=
1
2
Tr[vYY (t, Y )(B(Y ) Q12)(B(Y ) Q12)*]
(5.4)
v(0, Y )=.(Y ), t>0, Y # HS.
Here C nb(HS) denotes the space of all functions from HS to R that are
n-times continuously Fre chet differentiable with all derivatives up to order n
bounded and C k, nb (HS) denotes the space of all functions from [0, T]_HS
to R that are k-times continuously Fre chet differentiable withe respect to t
and n-times continuously Fre chet differentiable with respect to Y with all
partial derivatives continuous in [0, T]_HS and bounded.
Let us rewrite Eq. (5.4) as the heat equation. First
Tr[vYY (t, Y )(B(Y) Q12)(B(Y) Q12)*]
= :

n=1
vYY (t, Y )(B(Y ) Q12en B(Y ) Q12)en
= :

n=1
vYY (t, Y )((Y+I ) Q12en  (Y+I ) Q12en)
= :

n=1
vYY (t, Y )((Y+I ) !n  (Y+I ) !n),
where vYY (t, Y ) is viewed as a functional on HSHS. Now change Y to
X&I. Then for any smooth bounded function .(X ): I+HS  R, the func-
tion v(t, X )=Pt .(X ) satisfies this equation, which can be considered as
the heat equation,

t
v(t, X)=L1 v(t, X)
(5.5)
v(0, X)=.(X ), t>0, X # I+HS,
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where the differential operator L1 on the space C 1, 2b (I+HS) is defined by
L1v =
def 1
2 :

n=1
vYY (t, Y)((Y+I ) !n  (Y+I ) !n).
Our goal is to show that L1 is a Laplacian in a sense. More precisely, L1
is a half of the sum of second derivatives in the directions of an orthonor-
mal basis of g . Define the Laplacian by
(2v)(X)= 12 :

n=1
(! n! n v)(X ), (5.6)
where (! nv)(X )=ddt| t=0 v(Xet!n) for a function v: I+HS  R and so ! n is
the left-invariant vector field on GL(H) corresponding to !n .
Let us calculate derivatives of v: I+HS  R in the direction of !n ,
(! nv)(X )=vX (X )
d
dt } t=0 (Xet!n)=vX (X)(X!n)
and therefore
(! n! n v)(X )=vXX (X)(X!n X!n)+vX (X!2n).
Thus the Laplacian is
(2v)(X )= 12 :

n=1
[vXX (X )(X!n X!n)+vX (X!2n)]
= 12 :

n=1
vXX (X)(X!n X!n)
by Lemma 5.2.
Since ! n is a left-invariant vector field, the Laplacian 2 is a left-invariant
differential operator such that L1 v=2v for any v # C 2b(I+HS).
Proposition 5.6. For any p2, t>0
E &Yt& pHS<
1
Cp, t
(etCp, t&1),
where Cp, t=Cp22 p&1(Tr Q) p2 t ( p2)&1, Cp=( p(2p&1)) p (2p(2p&1))2p
2
.
Proof. First of all, let us estimate E & t0 B(Ys) dWs&
p
HS . From part 3 of
the proof of Theorem 5.1 we know that &B(Y )&2L 022Tr Q(&Y&
2
HS+1). In
addition we will use Lemma 7.2 from the book by DaPrato and Zabczyk
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[3, p. 182]: for any r1 and for an arbitrary L02 -valued predictable
process 8(t),
E \ sups # [0, t] "|
s
0
8(u) dW(u)"
2r
HS+
CrE \|
t
0
&8(s)&2L 02 ds+
r
, t # [0, T], (5.7)
where Cr=(r(2r&1))r (2r(r&1))2r
2
. Thus
E "|
t
0
B(Ys) dWs"
p
HS
Cp2E \|
t
0
&B(Ys)&2L 02 ds+
p2
Cp2(2Tr Q) p2 E \|
t
0
(&Y&2HS+1) ds+
p2
Cp22 p2(Tr Q) p2 t( p2)&1 E |
t
0
(&Y&2HS+1)
p2 ds. (5.8)
Now we can use inequality (x+1)q2q&1(xq+1) for any x0 for the
estimate (5.8)
E "|
t
0
B(Ys) dWs"
p
HS
Cp2 2 p2(Tr Q) p2 t ( p2)&12( p2)&1E |
t
0
(1+&Ys & pHS) ds
=Cp2(Tr Q) p2 2 p&1t( p2)&1 \t+E |
t
0
&Y& pHS ds+ .
Finally,
E &Yt & pHSE "|
t
0
B(Ys) dWs"
p
HS
Cp, t \t+E |
t
0
&Ys & pHS ds+ ,
where Cp, t=Cp22 p&1(Tr Q) p2 t( p2)&1.
Thus, E &Yt & pHS<1Cp, t(e
tCp, t&1) by Gronwall’s lemma. K
Lemma 5.7. Let f: I+HS  [0, ] be a continuous function in
L2(I+HS, +t). If supn & f &t, n< for all n, then Ef (Xn) wwn   Ef (X).
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Proof. Note that there exists a subsequence [Xnk] such that
Xnk wwk   X a.s. We will prove first that if supk & f &t, nk<, then
Ef (Xnk) wwk   Ef (X ). Denote gk(|)= f (Xnk(|)), g(|)= f (X(|)), | # 0.
Our goal is to prove that 0 gk(|) dP  0 g(|) dP as k  . Define
fl (X )=min[ f (X ), l] for l>0 and gk, l (|)= fl (Xnk(|)), gl (|)=fl (X(|)).
Then gk, ll, gll for any | # 0, so 0 gk, l (|) dP wwk   0 gl (|) dP
by the Dominated Convergence Theorem since f is continuous. By
Chebyshev’s inequality
|
0
(gk(|)& gk, l (|)) dP=|
[|: f (Xnk)l]
( f (Xnk)&l ) dP
|
0
f (Xnk) 1[|: f (Xnk)l] dP
& f &t, nk (P[|: f (Xnk)l])
& f &t, nk
E | f (Xnk)|
l
.
Thus
0|
0
(gk(|)& gk, l (|)) dP
supn & f &2t, n
l
.
Similarly
0|
0
(g(|)& gl (|)) dP
1
l
& f &t E | f (X )|.
Therefore Ef (Xnk)  Ef (X ) as k  .
To complete the proof suppose that the conclusion is not true. Then
there is a subsequence Xnk such that |Ef (Xnk&Ef (X)|>= for any k. However,
we always can choose a subsequence Xnkm such that Xnkm wwm   X a.s. and
therefore Ef (Xnkm) wwm   Ef (X ). This is a contradiction. K
6. APPROXIMATION OF THE PROCESS
Let Pn be the projection onto gn . Note that since we assume that gn are
invariant subspaces of Q, the projection from g onto gn (defined in terms
of the norm | } | ) is the restriction of the projection from HS onto gn
(defined in terms of the norm | } |HS). Note also that since gn & Ker Q=
[0], PnQPn is positive and invertible on gn and (PnQPn)&1=PnQ&1Pn .
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Choose a real orthonormal basis [!m]m=1 of g in the same way as it
was done in Section 5. Consider an equation
dYn, t=Bn(Yn, t) dWt , Yn, t(0)=0,
where
Bn(Y ) U=(Y+I )(PnU).
This equation has a unique solution by the same arguments as in
Section 5. Denote Qn=Pn QPn .
Lemma 6.1. Yn, t is a solution of the equation
dYn, t =Bn(Yn, t) dWn, t ,
(6.1)
Yn, t(0)=0,
where Wn, t=PnWt .
Proof. Check that PnQPn is the covariance operator of Wn, t . By the
definition of a covariance operator we know that ( f, Qg) HS=E( f, W1) HS
( g, W1) HS ; therefore
( f, Qn g) HS =(Pn f, QPn g) HS=E(Pn f, W1) HS (Pn g, W1) HS
=E ( f, PnW1) HS ( g, PnW1) HS .
Thus Eq. (6.1) is actually the same as Eq. (5.1) with the Wiener process
that has the covariance Qn instead of Q. K
We will use the following lemma from [7].
Lemma 6.2. 1. Tr QnTr Q.
2. PnQ wwn   Q,
3. QPn wwn   Q,
4. PnQPn wwn   Q,
where convergence is in the trace class norm.
Theorem 6.3. Denote by H2 the space of equivalence classes of HS-valued
predictable processes with the norm:
_Y_2=( sup
t # [0, T]
E &Y(t)&2HS)12.
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Then
_Yn&Y_2 wwn   0.
Proof of Theorem 6.3. We want to apply the local inversion theorem
(see, for example, Lemma 9.2, from the book by DaPrato and Zabczyk
[3, p. 244]) to K( y, Y )= y+t0 B(Y ) dWt , where y is the initial value of Y
and Y=Y( y, t) is an HS-valued predictable process. Analogously we
define Kn( y, Y )= y+ t0 Bn(Y ) dWt . To apply this lemma we need to check
that K and Kn satisfy the following conditions:
1. For any Y1(t) and Y2(t) from H2
sup
t # [0, T]
E &K( y, Y1)&K( y, Y2)&2HS: sup
t # [0, T]
E &Y1(t)&Y2(t)&2HS ,
where 0:<1.
2. For any Y1(t) and Y2(t) from H2
sup
t # [0, T]
E &Kn( y, Y1)&Kn( y, Y2)&2HS: sup
t # [0, T]
E &Y1(t)&Y2(t)&2HS ,
where 0:<1
3. limn   Kn( y, Y )=K( y, Y ) in H2 .
Proof of 1. To estimate the part with the stochastic differential we will
use Lemma 7.2, [3, p. 182]: for any r1 and for arbitrary L02 -valued
predictable process 8(t),
E \ sups # [0, t] "|
s
0
8(u) dW(u)"
2r
HS+
CrE \|
t
0
&8(s)&2L 02 ds+
r
, t # [0, T], (6.2)
where Cr=(r(2r&1))r (2r(2r&1))2r
2
. Thus
E &K( y, Y1)&K( y, Y2)&2HS =E "|
t
0
B(Y1)&B(Y2) dWs"
2
HS
4E |
t
0
&B(Y1)&B(Y2)&2L02 ds
4 Tr QE |
t
0
&Y1&Y2&2HS ds
4t Tr Q sup
t # [0, T]
E &Y1&Y2&2HS .
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Note that for small t we can make (2(Tr Q)2t+8Tr Q) t as small as we
wish, therefore 1 holds.
Proof of 2. Similarly to the proof of condition 2 in the proof of
Theorem 5.1 and by Lemma 6.2 we have that
&Bn(Y1)&Bn(Y2)&2L20 =&Pn( } )(Y1&Y2)&
2
g  HS
Tr(Q12Pn Q12) &Y1&Y2&2HS
=Tr(QPn) &Y1&Y2&2HSTr Q &Y1&Y2&
2
HS .
Now use the same estimates as in 1 to see that 2 holds.
Proof of 3. Here again we will use (6.2) to estimate the part with the
stochastic differential
_Kn( y, Y )&K( y, Y )_22 = }}} |
t
0
(Bn(Y )&B(Y )) dWt }}}
2
2
= sup
t # [0, T]
E "|
t
0
(Bn(Y )&B(Y)) dWs"
2
HS
4E |
t
0
&Bn(Y )&B(Y )&2L 02 ds wwn   0.
Indeed, estimate &B(Y )&Bn(Y )&2L02 , as
&B(Y )&Bn(Y )&2L 02 = :

m=1
&(B(Y)&Bn(Y )) !m &2HS
= :

m=1
&(I&Pn) !m(Y+I )&2HS
&Y+I&2 :

m=1
&(I&Pn) !m &2HS
&Y+I&2 Tr[Q12(I&Pn) Q12]
=&Y+I&2 Tr[(I&Pn) Q12Q12]
=&Y+I&2 Tr[(I&Pn) Q] wwn   0
by Lemma 6.2.
We know that there are unique elements Y, Yn in the space H2 such that
Y=K( y, Y ), Yn=Kn( y, Yn), and therefore limn   Yn=Y for any y by the
local inversion lemma. K
Denote Pnt f (Y )=Ef (Yn(t, Y )), Y # gn , and v
n(t, Y )=Pnt f (Y ). Then
similarly to 5.4 the following holds for vn(t, Y ).
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For any f # C 2b(gn) the function v
n(t, Y ) is a unique strict solution from
C1, 2b (gn) for the parabolic type equation

t
vn(t, Y )=
1
2
Tr[vnYY(Bn(Y) Q
12)(Bn(Y) Q12)*]
vn(0, Y )=f (Y), t>0, Y # gn .
We want to show that Pnt corresponds to the heat kernel measure defined
on Gn as on a Lie group (i.e., as in the finite dimensional case).
Note that for any Y # gn .
Tr[vnYY(t, Y )(Bn(Y ) Q
12)(Bn(Y ) Q12)*]
= :
2dn
m=1
vnYY(t, Y )((Y+I ) !m  (Y+I ) !m).
Thus
L1v= 12 Tr[v
n
YY(t, Y )(Bn(Y ) Q
12)(Bn(Y) Q12)*]
is equal to the Laplacian 2n on Gn defined similarly to (5.6). Thus, the
transition probability Pnt is equal to +
n
t (dX ), where the latter is the heat
kernel measure on Gn defined in the usual way.
7. CAMERONMARTIN SUBGROUP
The definition of the CameronMartin subgroup GCM was given in
Section 2. Let C 1CM denote the space of piecewise differentiable paths
h: [0, 1]  GL(H) such that h$=h&1h4 is in g . The main purpose of this
section is to prove that GCM=G under a condition on the Lie bracket.
In doing so we also show that under this condition the exponential map is
a local diffeomorphism. This implies, in particular, that the group GL(H)
is closed in the Riemannian metric induced by the operator norm.
Proposition 7.1. GCM is a group.
Proof. Let x, y # GCM . Take f [0, 1]  GCM , f (0)=x, f (1)= y. Define
h(s)= y&1f (s). Then |h&1h4 |=| f &1yy&1f4 |=| f &1f4 |. Therefore d( y&1x, I )
d(x, y)d(x, I )+d( y, I )<, thus xy&1 # GCM . K
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Theorem 7.2. If |[x, y]|C |x| | y| for all x, y # g , then
1. GCM=G .
2. The exponential map is a diffeomorphism from a neighborhood of 0
in g onto a neighborhood of I in GCM .
We will need several lemmas before we can prove Theorem 7.2.
Lemma 7.3. Take g(t): [0, 1]  GCM , g # C 1CM . Suppose that &g(t)&I&
<1 for any t # [0, 1].
Define h(t)=log g(t)=n=1((&1)
n&1n)(g(t)&I )n. Denote A(t)=
g(t)&1 g* (t); then h is a unique solution of the ordinary differential equation
in g
h4 (t)=F(h, t), h(0)=0, (7.1)
where
F(x, t)=A(t)+
1
2
[x, A(t)]& :

p=1
1
2( p+2) p !
[ } } } [[x, A(t)], x], ..., x]
p
.
(7.2)
Proof. Indeed, h ( t + s ) & h(t) = log g(t+s) & h(t) = log(g(t) g(t)&1
g(t+s))&h(t). Denote f (t, s)=log(g(t)&1 g(t+s)). Then h(t+s)&h(t)=
log(eh(t)e f (t, s))&h(t)=DCH(h(t), f (t, s))&h(t), where DCH(x, y) is given
by the DynkinCampbellHausdorff formula for x, y # g .
DCH(x, y)=log(exp x exp y)
=:
m
:
pt, qt
(&1)m&1
m( i pi+qi)
_
[ } } } [x, x], ..., x]
p1
, y], ..., y]
q1
, ..., y], ..., y]
qm
p1 ! q1 ! } } } pm! qm!
. (7.3)
Thus
DCH(h(t), f (t, s))=h(t)+f (t, s)+ 12 [h(t), f (t, s)]
+ 112 [[h(t), f (t, s)], f (t, s)]
& 112 [[h(t), f (t, s)], h(t)]+ } } } .
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Let us find df (t, s)ds| s=0
f (t, s+=)& f (t, s)
=
=
log(g(t)&1 g(t+s+=))&log(g(t)&1 g(t+s))
=
= :

n=1
(&1)n&1
n
(g(t)&1 g(t+s+=)&I )n&(g(t)&1 g(t+s)&I )n
=
= :

n=1
(&1)n&1
n
1
=
:
n
k=1
(g(t)&1 g(t+s+=)&I )k&1
_g(t)&1 (g(t+s+=)& g(t+s))(g(t)&1 g(t+s)&I )n&k
ww
=  
:

n=1
(&1)n&1
n
:
n
k=1
(g(t)&1 g(t+s)&I )k&1 g(t)&1
_g* (t+s)(g(t)&1 g(t+s)&I )n&k.
Thus
df (t, s)
ds } s=0
= :

n=1
(&1)n&1
n
:
n
k=1
(g(t)&1 g(t)&I )k&1 g(t)&1g* (t)(g(t)&1 g(t)&I )n&k
=g(t)&1 g* =A(t)
h(t+s)&h(t)
s
=
DCH(h(t), f (t, s))&h(t)
s
=
f (t, s)
s
+
1
2 _h(t),
f (t, s)
s &+
1
12 __h(t),
f (t, s)
s & , f (t, s)&
+
1
12 _[h(t), f (t, s)],
f (t, s)
s &&
1
12 __h(t),
f (t, s)
s & , h(t)&+ } } } .
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Note that f (t, 0)=0, therefore
h4 (t)=A(t)+
1
2
[h(t), A(t)]
+
d
ds
:
p
(&1)1
2( p2)
[ } } } [[h(t), f (s, t)], h(t)], ..., h(t)]
p
1! 1! p! 0! } s=0
=A(t)+
1
2
[h(t), A(t)]
& :

p=1
1
2( p+2) p !
[ } } } [[h(t), A(t)], h(t)], ..., h(t)]
p
.
Note that 7.1 has a unique solution. Indeed, we show later that F
satisfies the local Lipshitz conditions
|F(x, t)&F( y, t)|C |x& y|
for |x|<R, | y|<R and according to Theorem 3.1 of [13], Eq. 7.1 has a
unique solution. Indeed, the local Lipshitz conditions are also satisfied for
the operator norm. To prove the existence and uniqueness of the solutions
in g , we first apply Theorem 3.1 of [13] in B(H), then in g .
Now let us show that F satisfies the local Lipshitz conditions. Denote
G( p, x)=[ } } } [[x, A(t)], x], ..., x]
p
Then
|F(x, t)&F( y, t)
1
2
|x& y| |At |+ :

p=1
1
2( p+2) p !
|G( p, x)&G( p, y)|.
Let us estimate |G( p, x)&G( p, y)| using induction on p.
When p=1,
|G(1, x)&G(1, y)|=|[[x, At], x]&[[ y, At], y]|
=|[[x, At], x& y]+[[x, At]&[ y, At], y]|
|x& y| |At | C(C |x|+C | y| )
=C 2 |x& y| |At | ( |x|+| y| ).
Assume that for p=k we have the estimate
|G(k, x)&G(k, y)|C k+1 |x& y| |At | :
k
i=0
|x| i | y| k&i.
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Then for p=k+1 we have
|G(k+1, x)&G(k+1, y)|
=|[G(k, x), x]&[G(k, y), y]|
=|[G(k, x), x]&[G(k, x), y]+[G(k, x), y]&[G(k, y), y]|
C |G(k, x)| |x& y|+C |G(k, x)&G(k, y)| | y|
Ck+1 |x|k+2 |At | |x& y|+C k+2 |x& y| |At | \ :
k
i=0
|x| i | y|k&i+ | y|
=Ck+2 |x& y| |At | :
k+1
i=0
|x| i | y| k+1&i.
Thus if |x|R, | y|R
|G( p, x)&G( p, y)|C p+1 |x& y| |At | R p( p+1)
and therefore
|F(x, t)&F( y, t)|

1
2
|x& y| |At |+ :

p=1
1
2( p+2) p!
C p+1 |x& y| |At | R p( p+1)

1
2
|x& y| |At |+
1
2
|x& y| |At | C :

p=1
C pR p
p !
=
1
2
|x& y| |At | (1+C(eCR&1)). K
Lemma 7.4. There are constants C1 , C2 , and 0<=<ln 22C such that
C1 |x& y|d(exp x, exp y)C2 |x& y|
for any x, y # g provided |x|<=, | y|<=.
Proof. Take a path g: [0, 1]  exp(g) such that g(0)=ex, g(1)=e y.
Let h=log g. Then
g&1g* = :

k=0
(&adh)k (h4 )
(k+1)!
=h4 &[h, h4 ]+
[h, [h, h4 ]]
2!
&
[h, [h, [h, h4 ]]]
3!
+ } } } .
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1. First prove that d(exp x, exp y)C2 |x& y|:
| g&1g* ||h4 | :

k=0
C k |h|k
k !
=|h4 | eC |h|
O d(exp x, exp y)=inf
g |
1
0
| g&1g* | dsinf
h |
1
0
|h4 | eC |h| ds.
Take h(s)=xs+(1&s) y:
d(exp x, exp y)|
1
0
|x& y| eC( |x| s+(1&s) | y| ) ds
=|x& y| |
1
0
eC( |x| &| y| ) seC | y| ds
=|x& y| eC | y|
eC( |x|&| y| )&1
C( |x|&| y| )
=|x& y|
eC |x|&eC | y|
C( |x|&| y| )
|x& y| eC max[ |x| , | y|],
since (ea&eb)(a&b)emax[ |a|, |b|]. Thus
d(exp x, exp y)|x& y| eC max[ |x| , | y|]|x& y| eC=.
2. Now let us prove that C1 |x& y|d(exp x, exp y):
| g&1g* |= } :

k=0
(&adh)k (h4 )
(k+1)! }|h4 | \1& :

k=1
|h| k C k
k! +
=|h4 | \1& :

k=0
|h|k Ck
k !
+1+=|h4 |(2&eC |h|).
Consider two cases.
2a. Suppose maxs |h(s)|<2=. Then
|
1
0
| g&1g* | ds|
1
0
|h4 | (2&eC |h|) ds(2&e2=C) |
1
0
|h4 | ds
(2&e2=C) } |
1
0
h4 ds }=(2&e2=C) |x& y|.
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2b. Take a path h such that maxs |h(s)|2=. Denote t1=min[t: |h(t)|
==], t2 : min[t: |h(t)|=2=]. Note that t1<t2 since h(0)=x and |x|<=.
Then
|
1
0
| g&1g* | ds|
t2
t1
| g&1g* | ds|
t2
t1
|h4 | (2&eC |h|) ds
(2&e2=C) |
t2
t1
|h4 | ds(2&e2=C) |h(t2)&h(t1)|
=(2&e2=C)
|x& y|
2
(2&e2=C).
2a and 2b imply that
d(exp x, exp y)=inf
g |
1
0
| g&1g* | ds
|x& y|
2
(2&e2=C). K
Lemma 7.5. Take g(t): [0, 1]  GCM , g # C 1CM . Suppose that g(0)=e,
&g(t)&e&<1 for any t # [0, 1] and |log g(1)|<=, where = is the same as in
Lemma 7.4. Then g(1) # G .
Proof. Let h=log g=n=1 ((&1)
n&1n)(g(t)&I)n. Then by Lemma 7.3
h is a unique solution in g of the ordinary differential Eq. 7.1. In par-
ticular, it implies that g(t) # g . Therefore, there are Hn # gn (projections of
h(1) onto gn) such that |h(1)&Hn | wwn   0.
By Lemma 7.4
d(eh(1), eHn)C2 |h(1)&Hn |.
A similar estimate holds for dn instead of d. By a direct calculation
eh(t)= g(t). Thus g(1) # G , since eHn # Gn . K
Proof of Theorem 7.2. 1. G GCM since GN GCM for all n and G
is closed in the metric d .
Now we will show that GCM G .
Take A # G , B # GCM , a path g=[0, 1]  GCM , g # C 1CM , g(0)=A,
g(1)=B. We want to show that B # G .
Lemma 7.5 proves this in a neighborhood of I. Prove it for a neighbor-
hood of any element of G . Suppose &g(t)&A&<1, d(log B, log A)<=.
For any $>0 there is C$ # n Gn such that d(A, C$)<$. Thus
d(B, C$)d(B, A)+d(A, C$)<=+$.
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Therefore d(C &1$ B, e)<=+$, so by part 1 C
&1
$ B # G . This means that
there is D$ # n Gn such that
d(C &1$ B, D$)<$.
Now d(C &1$ B, D$)=d(B, C$D$)<$, C$ D$ # n Gn . This proves that
B # G .
Now take any A, B, and a path g joining them. Divide log g into sub-
paths satisfying the conditions in the first part of the proof.
2. By Lemma 7.3 and Lemma 7.4 exp and log are well defined and
differentiable in neighborhoods of the identity and zero respectively. K
8. HOLOMORPHIC POLYNOMIALS AND SKELETONS
Definition 8.1. A function p: I+HS  C is called a holomorphic
polynomial, if p is a complex linear combination of finite products of
monomials pm, lk (X )=((Xfm , fl) )
k, where [ fm]m=1 is an orthonormal
basis of H. We will denote the space of all such polynomials by HP.
These polynomials are holomorphic because the k th derivative (DkX p)(;)
exists and is complex linear for any p # P, X # I+HS, ; # g k . Indeed, let
! be any element of g , then the derivative of pm, lk in the direction of ! is
(Dpm, lk )(X )(!)=kp
m, l
1 (X!) p
m, l
k&1(X ). From this formula we can see that
Dpm, lk (X )(!) is complex linear in !.
Remark 8.2. Any polynomial p # HP can be written in the form
p(X )=mk=1 >
nm
l=1 Tr(Akl X ) for some Akl # HS. The converse is not true
in general, but the closure in L2(I+HS, +t) of all functions of the form
mk=1 >
nm
l=1 Tr(AklX ) coincides with the closure of holomorphic polyno-
mials. Therefore the next definition is basis-independent, though the defini-
tion of HP depends on the choice of [ fk]k=1 .
Definition 8.3. The closure of all holomorphic polynomials in
L2(I+HS, +t) is called HL2(I+HS, +t).
Lemma 8.4 (B. Driver’s formula). Let g be a smooth path in GCM such
that g(0)=I and g # C 1CM . Then for any p # HP
p(g(s))= :

n=0
|
2n(s)
(Dnp)(I )(c(s1) } } } c(sn)) ds,
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where
2n(s)=[(s1 , ..., sn) # Rn : 0s1s2 } } } sns],
c(s)= g&1(s)
dg
ds
.
Proof. Take a monomial p(x)=((Xfm , f l) )k, deg p=k. Similarly to
Lemma 5.2 of [4].
p(g(s))= :
N&1
n=0
|
2n(s)
(Dnp)(I )(c(s1) } } } c(sn)) ds
+|
2N (s)
(DNp)(g(s1))(c(s1) } } } c(sN)) ds.
We want to estimate the remainder
} |2N (s) (DNp)(g(s1))(c(s1) } } } c(sN)) ds }
|
2N (s)
|(DNp)(g(s1))(c(s1) } } } c(sN))| ds.
Note that if k=deg pN then
(DNp)(X )(!1  } } } !N)
=: p1(X!:1) p1(X!:2) } } } } } p1(X!:i) } } } } } p1(X!:k),
where :i=(a i1 , ..., a
i
N), a
i
j=0 or 1, !
:i=!a
i
1
1 } } } !
aiN
N , 
k
i=1 :i=(1, ..., 1) ,
p1(Y )=(Xfm , fl), and the sum is taken over all possible :=(:1 , ..., :k).
For ! # HS, X # I+HS.
| p1(X!)|(&(X&I ) !&HS+&!&HS)&!&HS (&(X&I )&HS+1).
The number of all such : is kN therefore
|(Dnp)(X)(!1  } } } !N)|
&!1&HS } } } &!N&HS (&(X&I )&HS+1) kN.
Denote
&c&1=|
1
0
|c(t)| dt.
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Thus
|
2N (s)
|(DNp)(g(s1))(c(s1) } } } c(sN))| ds
&c&N1 sup
0ts
(&(g(t)&I )&HS+1)k kN |
2N (s)
ds
=&c&N1 sup
0ts
(&(g(t)&I )&HS+1)k kN
sN
N !
wwn   0.
Similarly we can prove this formula for any holomorphic polynomial. K
Theorem 8.5. Suppose
pn wwwww
L2(I+HS, +t)
n   f, pn # HP.
Then there is a holomorphic function f , a skeleton of f, on GCM such that
pn(x)  f (x) for any x # GCM .
Proof. As we know from Theorem 4.4, the map (1&D)&1I is an
isometry from HL2(I+HS, +t) to J 0t . Thus (1&D)
&1
I pn converges in J
0
t
to some := :n . Define
f (x)= :

n=0
|
2n(1)
:n(c(s1) } } } c(sn)) ds.
Take a path g=[0, 1]  GCM , g(0)=e, g(1)=X. By Lemma 8.4
pm(X )= :

n=0
|
2n(1)
(Dnpm)(I )(c(s1) } } } c(sn)) ds,
so
| pm(X )& f (x)| :

n=0
|
2n(1)
|((Dnpm)(I )&:n)(c(s1) } } } c(sn))| ds
 :

n=0
|
2n(1)
|(Dnpm)(I )&:n | |c(s1) } } } c(sn)| ds
 :

n=0
|(Dnpm)(I )&:n | |
2n(1)
|c(s1) } } } c(sn)| ds.
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Thus
| pm(X )& f (x)| :

n=0
|(Dnpm)(I )&:n |
&c&n1
n !
= :

n=0
|(Dnpm)(I )&:n | tn+2
- n !
&c&n1
- n ! tn2
\ :

n=0
|(Dnpm)(I )&:n |2 tn
n ! +\ :

n=0
&c&2n1
n ! tn +
=&(Dpm)(I )&:&2t e
&c&21t ww
m  
0.
Now we will show that f is holomorphic. Take ! # g, g # C 1CM , g(0)=e,
g(1)=X. Define two paths in GCM
g1(s)={g(s),g(1),
0s1
1s1+t
g2(s)={g(s),g(1) e(s&1) !,
0s1
1s1+t.
Let c(s)= g&1(s) dgds; then
c1(s)=g&11 (s)
dg1
ds
={c(s),0,
0s1
1s1+t
c2(s)=g&12 (s)
dg2
ds
={c(s),!,
0s1
1s1+t.
Then by the definition of f
f (Xet!)& f (X )
= :

n=0
|
2n(1+t)
:n(c1(s1) } } } c1(sn)&c2(s1) } } } c2(sn)) dsn
= :

n=0
|
1+t
1
|
2n&1(sn)
:n(c1(s1) } } } c1(sn)
&c2(s1) } } } c2(sn)) dsn&1 dsn
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= :

n=0
|
2n&1(1)
:n(c(s1) } } } c(sn&1)t!) dsn&1
+ :

n=0
|
1+t
1
|
sn
1
|
2n&2(sn&1)
:n(c1(s1) } } } c1(sn)
&c2(s1) } } } c2(sn)) dsn&2 dsn&1 dsn
= :

n=0
t |
2n&1(1)
:n(c(s1) } } } c(sn&1)!) dsn&1
+ :

n=0
|
1+t
1
|
sn
1
|
2n&2(sn&1)
:n(c(s1) } } } c(sn&2)!!)
_dsn&2 dsn&1 dsn .
Thus
} f
 (Xet!)& f (X )
t
&|
2n&1(1)
:n(c(s1) } } } c(sn&1)!) dsn&1 }

1
t |
1+t
1
(sn&1) |
2n&2 (sn&1)
:n(c(s1) } } } c(sn&2)!!)
_dsn&2 dsn&1 dsn wwn  0 0
since 0sn&1t.
This means that the derivative of f at X in the direction ! is
(! f )(X)=|
2n&1(1)
:n(c(s1) } } } c(sn&1)!) dsn&1
and it is complex linear. K
Remark 8.6. The convergence is uniform on bounded sets. In fact, one
can show that the derivatives also converge uniformly on bounded sets.
Theorem 8.7. 1. HP/L p(I+HS, +t), for any p>1.
2. & f &t, n wwn   & f &t for any f # HP.
3. The embedding of HP into Ht(G) can be extended to an
isometry from HL2(I+HS, +t) into Ht(G).
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Proof. 1.
|
I+HS
| pm, lk (X )|
p +t(dX )=E | pm, lk (Yt+I )|
p
=E |(Yt)ml+$ml | pk
E2 pk&1( |(Yt)ml | pk+1)
2 pk&1E(&Yt& pkHS+1)<
by Lemma 5.7. Thus HP/L p(I+HS, +t) for any p>1.
2. From the estimate on E &Yt & pHS in Proposition 5.6 we can find
C( p, t) such that & | p|2&t, n(k)C( p, t) for any k. Then apply Lemma 5.7
to f =| p|2.
3. By part 1 of Theorem 8.7 HP/L2(I+HS, +t). In addition, by
part 2 of Theorem 8.7
&p&t, n wwn   &p&t , p # HP.
Therefore &p&t, =&p&t and so the embedding is an isometry.
The space HL2(I+HS, +t) is the closure of HP, therefore the isometry
extends to it from HP. K
Remark 8.8. If f is an element of HL2(I+HS, +t), g is its image under
the isometry in this theorem and f is the skeleton of f, then f |G= g.
Corollary 8.9. The space Ht(G) is an infinite dimensional Hilbert
space.
9. EXAMPLES
Denote HSn_n=[A: (Afm , fk)=0 if max(m, k)>n]. Take a basis
[ek]k=1 of HS such that [ek]
2n2
k=1 is a basis of HSn_n . By B
T we will
denote the transpose of the operator B, i.e., BT=(Re B)*+i(Im B)*.
Example 9.1. We begin with the definition of the HilbertSchmidt
complex orthogonal group.
Definition 9.1. The HilbertSchmidt complex orthogonal group SOHS
is the connected component containing the identity I of the group
OHS=[B: B&I # HS, BTB=BBT=I]. The Lie algebra of skew-symmetric
HilbertSchmidt operators will be denoted by soHS=[A: A # HS, AT=&A].
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Let Q be a symmetric positive trace class operator on soHS and let the
inner product be defined by (A, B) =(Q&12A, Q&12B) HS . In [7] we
showed that if Q is the identity operator, then all Hilbert spaces we con-
sider are isomorphic to C; that is, there are no nonconstant holomorphic
functions. As in Section 5 we identify Q with its extension by 0 to the
orthogonal complement of soHS .
Define groups Gn=SO(n, C)=[B # SOHS , B&I # HSn_n]. These groups
are isomorphic to the special complex orthogonal groups of Cn. Their Lie
algebras are Lie (SO(n, C))=so(n, C)=[A # HSn_n , AT=&A] with an
inner product (A, B) n=( (PnQPn)&12 A, (PnQPn)&12 B) HS . Here Pn=
Pso(n, C) . We assume that all so(n, C) are invariant subspaces of Q. The
groups SO(n, C) are not simply connected, therefore we have isometries
from Ht(SO) and HL2(I+HS, +t) to J 0t , but not an isomorphism
between Ht(SO) and J 0t . In addition to the properties of the heat kernel
measure described in this paper, we showed in [7] that the process Yt+I
actually lives in the group SOHS .
Example 9.2. The HilbertSchmidt complex symplectic group is
defined similarly to the HilbertSchmidt complex orthogonal group.
Definition 9.2. The HilbertSchmidt complex symplectic group SpHS is
the group of operators X=( AC
B
D) such that A&I, D&I, B, C # HS, and
XTJX=J, where J=( 0I
&I
0 ). The Lie algebra is spHS=[X=(
A
C
B
C) : A, B,
C, D # HS, XTJ+JX=0].
The corresponding finite dimensional groups are isomorphic to the
classical symplectic complex groups Sp(n, C)=[X=( AC
B
D) # SpHS , A&I,
D&I, B, C # HSn_n] with Lie algebras sp(n, C)=[X=( AC
B
D) # spHS : A, B,
C, D # HSn_n]. An inner product on spHS and sp(n, C) is defined in the
same way as in Example 9.1. Similarly to soHS if Q is the identity operator,
the corresponding J t0 is trivial by Theorem 4.6. The groups Sp(n, C) are
simply connected; therefore the isometry from Ht(Sp) to J 0t is surjective.
Similar to SOHS the process Yt+I lives in SpHS .
Statement 9.3. Yt+I lies in SpHS for any t>0 with probability 1.
Proof. We need to check that (Yt+I ) J(Yt+I )T=J with probability 1
for any t>0. To do this we will apply Ito^’s formula to G(Yt), where G is
defined as follows: G(Y)=4(YJYT+YJ+JYT), 4 is a linear real bounded
functional from HS to R.
In order to use Ito^’s formula we must verify several properties of the
process Yt and the mapping G:
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1. B(Ys) is an L02-valued process stochastically integrable on [0, T].
2. G and the derivatives Gt , GY , GYY are uniformly continuous on
bounded subsets of [0, T]_HS.
Proof of 1. See 1 in the proof of Theorem 5.1
Proof of 2. Let us calculate Gt , GY , GYY . First of all, Gt=0. For any
S # HS,
GY (Y )(S)=4(SJYT+YJST+SJ+JST).
For any S, T # HS.
GYY (Y )(ST )=4(SJT T+TJST).
Thus condition 2 is satisfied.
We will use the notation
GY (Y)(S)=(G Y (Y ), S) HS ,
GYY (Y )(ST )=(G YY (Y ) S, T)HS ,
where G Y is an element of HS and G YY is an operator on HS correspond-
ing to the functionals GY # HS* and GYY # (HSHS)*.
Now we can apply Ito^’s formula to G(Yt):
G(Yt)=|
t
0
(G Y (Ys), B(Ys) dWs) HS
+|
t
0
1
2 Tr[GYY (Ys)(B(Ys) Q
12)(B(Ys) Q12)*] ds. (9.1)
Let us calculate the two integrands in (9.1) separately.
The first integrand is
(G Y (Ys), B(Ys) dWs) HS
=(G Y (Ys), (Ys+I ) dWs) HS
=4(((Ys+I ) dWs) JY Ts +YsJ((Ys+I ) dWs)
T
+((Ys+I ) dWs) J+J((Ys+I ) dWs)T)
=4((Ys+I ) dWs JY Ts +YsJ(dW
T
s (Y
T
s +I ))
+(Ys+I ) dWs J+J dW Ts (Y
T
s +I ))
=4((Ys+I ) dWs JY Ts &Ys dWs J(Y
T
s +I)
+(Ys+I ) dWs J&dWs J(Y Ts +I ))=0,
since Wt is a spHS-valued process.
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The second integrand is
1
2 Tr[GYY (Ys)(B(Ys) Q
12)(B(Ys) Q12)*]
= 12 :

n=1
(G YY (Ys) B(Ys) Q12en , B(Ys) Q12en) HS
= 12 :

n=1
4(2((Ys+I ) !n) J((Ys+I ) !n)T)
= :

n=1
4((Ys+I ) !nJ!Tn (Y
T
s +I ))
=& :

n=1
4((Ys+I ) !2n J(Y
T
s +I ))=0
by Lemma 5.2. This shows that the stochastic differential of G is zero, so
G(Yt)=0 for any t>0. K
Example 9.3. Let G be a group of diagonal (infinite) complex matrices
diag(1+a1 , ..., 1+a i , ...), where i=1 |ai |
2<, ai { &1. Then G$
>i=1 C "[0]. This group is abelian and is not simply connected. The Lie
algebra g is an algebra of diagonal matrices diag(a1 , ..., ai , ...), where
i=1 |ai |
2<. Note that if we take operator Q as before to define a new
inner product on g, this inner product is AdGR -invariant. The process is a
sum of processes in C,
dY it=B
i (Y it) dW
i
t .
We can also write this equation in terms of the real and imaginary parts
of Y it ,
dY i, 1t =(Y
i, 1
t +1) dW
i, 1
t &Y
i, 2
t dW
i, 2
t
dY i, 2t =Y
i, 2
t dW
i, 1
t +(Y
i, 2
t +1) dW
i, 2
t ,
where Y i, 1t =Re Y
i
t and Y
i, 2
t =Im Y
i
t .
Example 9.4. The following example shows that there exist Lie
algebras with non trivial J t0 for which the condition on the Lie bracket in
Theorem 7.2 is satisfied. Let g be equal to Q12HS, where the operator Q
is defined as follows. We will view the elements of HS as infinite matrices.
Denote by eij an infinite matrix whose entries are all zero except the one
equal to 1 at the intersection of the i th row and j th column. These matrices
form an orthonormal basis of HS. We assume that Q is diagonal in this
basis, namely, Qeij=e&(i+ j)eij . Note that this Q is a positive trace class
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operator, so we can construct the corresponding heat kernel measure. Thus
the space Ht(G) contains all holomorphic polynomials and therefore the
space J t0 is not trivial. Now let us verify that the condition on the Lie
bracket is satisfied. For any x and y in g
|xy|2= :
i, m
ei+m \:j xi, j y j, m+
2
= :
i, m \:j e
& je(12)(i+ j)xi, j e(12)( j+m)yj, m+
2
 :
i, m \:j e
(12)(i+ j)xi, j e(12)( j+m)yj, m+
2
 :
i, m \:j e
i+ jx2i, j +\:k e
k+my2k, m+
=:
i, j
ei+ jx2i, j :
m, k
ek+mx2m, k=|x|
2 | y| 2.
Thus |[x, y]|2 |x| | y|. A similar construction can be done for the
algebras considered in Example 9.1 and Example 9.2.
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